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Standard Fealures (lncluded) * Evolution Signs

o The Evolution radar feedback signs come with 1 year of unlimited cloud access. At the end of this 12 month period the
customer has the option to either renew the cloud at a cost of $400 per sign or resort back to a Bluetooth option at no cost.

. Sign powers down when no traffic present

. Programmable Speed Violator Flashing Strobe Lighi

. Ambient Light Sensor and Automatic Brightness adjustment

. Banding Mount Bracket
I Safe Pace Management Software
. Bluetooth



The Traffic Logix SafePace@ Evolution 15FM variable
message sign is a versatile display sign that allows
you to customize messaging to each driver's behavior.

The versatile Evolution 15FM variable messaging sign offers the
abílity to display custom text, graphics, or speed display all on the
compact, lightweight sign face. The flexible sign offers the abilíty to
to display either driver speed in full 15" digits with speed activated
digit color changes or your choice of driver responsive text or
graphics on the full matrix speed display sign.
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Weight 28 lbs

24/7,365 Scheduling

Data Collection

Solar Compatibility

Baftery Operate d

,,, Custom Messaging

Cloud Compatìbility

Trailer Compatibility {

Dolly Compatibility

Hitch Compatibility

Warranty 2 Years

Compact design offers all the features and visibility you'd
expect from a full size variable message sign.

Allows for anÍmated text or graphics such as moving arrows
or a scrolling message.

Unique light enhancing, anti glare lens system provides
brílliant visibility even in poor lighting.

Dual Color Display: LED digit color can be programmed to change
based on driver speed

Ultra low power consumption including the most power-
eflicient radar technology available and optional solar power,

High strength aluminum sign face and individual optical
lenses to protect against vandalism or theft,

Stealth Mode allows the sign to collect baseline traffic data
while speed display appears blank to motorists.

Digit Size 15"

42"Height

I

lncludes integrated flashing speed violator strobe to alert
speeding drivers.

Universal Mounting: Optional mounting brackets let you use
one sign at multiple Iocations with the turn of a key.
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